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5Abstract
Coevolution has the potential  to drive the genetic composition of host and parasite populations by
linking their genomes into a race of adaptation and counter-adaptation. With the increasing interest in
natural plant-pathogen systems and the development of the metapopulation theory, it has become clear
that local coevolutionary processes are not independent of large-scale spatial dynamics, manifested in
gene flow, extinction and colonization events. In this thesis, I merge the study of spatial pathogen
dynamics with data on evolutionary dynamics to learn how hosts and parasites coevolve in spatially
structured systems. The work has been focused on the interaction between Plantago lanceolata and its
obligate pathogen, Podosphaera plantaginis, in the Åland Islands in SW Finland, where the approximately
3,300 known host populations have a highly fragmented distribution. With large-scale data on disease
occurrence in four years, I showed that the spatial configuration of the host populations has profound
consequences for the dynamics of the pathogen. The fraction of host populations infected was low but
highly variable among years, ranging from 1.0 to 4.7% with frequent extinctions and colonizations in
local populations. Demographic stochasticity associated with regular seasonal declines are responsible
for the high extinction rate. Frequent colonizations of nearby host populations suggest that there is
substantial gene flow in the pathogen at spatial scales <1 km. The highly heterogeneous landscape
structure coupled with distance-dependent dispersal in the pathogen resulted in aggregated disease
occurrence patterns regionally as well as within host populations. Within host populations the spatially
and temporally aggregated disease encounter rates select for resistance in the host in areas where the
encounter rates are high. This fine-scale selection mosaic presumably acting together with founder effects,
drift, and migration have produced a highly diverse resistance structure both within and among host
populations. In turn, the diverse resistance structure of host populations influences local epidemics by
slowing down disease transmission in areas where hosts are more resistant. Furthermore, at the regional
level disease colonization probability decreased with increasing mean resistance of host populations as
well as with increasing local resistance diversity. As for the evolutionary potential of the pathogen, the
high rates of pathogen migration among neighboring populations have shifted the evolutionary interaction
to a higher hierarchic level than the local host population: pathogen populations were shown to adapt at
the host metapopulation level. I therefore conclude that the numerical dynamics are closely coupled
with evolutionary dynamics. Understanding of coevolution requires understanding of the spatial scales
of parasite migration and of the spatial dynamics of the host and the parasite at different hierarchic
scales. The interaction between P. lanceolata and P. plantaginis has also consequences for other species
exploiting the same host. I have shown that over-winter mortality of the Glanville fritillary butterfly
(Melitaea cinxia) is higher in infected than in non-infected host populations due to protracted development
and altered behavior of larvae feeding on a fungus-infected diet.
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Introduction
1. Host-parasite coevolution in a spatial context
Coevolution, defined as reciprocal evolutionary
change in interacting species driven by natural
selection, is considered to be one of the major
forces  in  organizing  the  Earth’s  biodiversity  by
linking the genomes of interacting species
(Thompson 2001; Thompson & Cunningham
2002). Due to the threats that disease epidemics
impose on human health and the economic losses
caused by disease to livestock and crops (e.g.
Anderson & May 1991; Woolhouse et al. 2001;
Gilligan 2002; Shaw 2002), host-parasite dynamics
have received considerable attention in research.
But parasites are also fascinating from a naturalistic
point of view: parasitism is the most common
lifestyle on Earth, parasites exhibit the greatest
degrees of extreme specialization resulting in an
overwhelming diversity of parasitic lifestyles, and
parasites affect – one way or another – nearly all
other species (Lively 2001; Thompson 2001).
In host-parasite interactions the genetic
composition of local populations of both hosts
and parasites was traditionally thought to be driven
by frequency-dependent selection for adaptation
and counter-adaptation (Box 1). While the
importance of spatial structure for local
evolutionary dynamics was already recognized in
Wright’s shifting balance theory (Box 2), the field
of plant-pathogen interactions was for a long time
dominated by an agricultural mind-set in which
host and pathogen populations were largely seen
as homogeneous entities with no spatial structure
(Person 1966; Leonard 1977; Marshall & Pryor 1978).
With the development of the
metapopulation theory (Box 2) and the increasing
interest in natural host-pathogen associations it was
recognized that different populations may show
markedly different patterns in the distribution of
genetic variation for resistance and virulence
(Burdon et al. 1983; Parker 1985; de Nooij & van
Damme 1988; Jarosz & Burdon 1991; Bevan et al.
1993a; Bevan et al. 1993c, b). It was becoming clear
that local coevolutionary processes are not
independent of metapopulations dynamics,
manifested in gene f low, extinction and
colonization events (Gandon et al. 1996; Frank
1997; Burdon & Thrall 1999; Lively 1999), and that
spatial structure often leads to qualitatively
different ecological and evolutionary outcomes
than what would be predicted to happen in
panmictic populations (Comins et al. 1992; Gandon
et al. 1996; Boots & Sasaki 1999; Roy & Kirchner
2000; Thrall & Burdon 2002; Hanski & Gaggiotti
2004).
It was finally Thompson’s theory of the
geographic mosaic of coevolution that tied
together the processes operating over space and
time to determine the outcome of coevolutionary
interactions (Thompson 1994, 1999). Thompson’s
theory is conceptually closely related to both
Wright’s shifting balance theory and the
metapopulation theory, as the notion of
coevolution as a geographical mosaic also builds
upon  the  recognition  that  most  species  have  a
spatial population structure made up of local
demes (populations) connected by varying degrees
of migration. The theory assumes (i) variation in
8demonstrated substantial rates of colonization and
extinction, as well as considerable among-population
asynchrony in disease incidence (presence/absence)
and prevalence (percentage of plants infected)
(Antonovics et al. 1994; Burdon et al. 1995; Thrall &
Antonovics 1995; Ericson et al. 1999; Smith et al.
2003; Antonovics 2004). These results indicate the
central  role  of  spatial  structure  in  determining
regional persistence of pathogens.
Studies of natural plant-pathogen
interactions have revealed extremely high diversity
in host population resistance structure both within
and among host populations (e.g. Dinoor 1970; de
Nooij & van Damme 1988a; Parker 1988; Burdon
& Jarosz 1991; Bevan et al. 1993a; Antonovics et
al. 1994; Thrall et al. 2001). However, causal links
between population genetic structure and disease
dynamics have remained largely unexplored. In
agricultural systems it has become evident that
increasing resistance diversity within populations
leads to reduced pathogen prevalence (Browning &
Frey 1969; Wolfe 1985; DiLeone & Mundt 1994;
Zhu et al. 2000). Studies of natural pathosystems,
Hosts and parasites are considered to be engaged in an antagonistic arms race where the parasite that is most
successful in attacking the most common host (resistance) genotype will be favoured by natural selection and
where in turn the rare host genotype has an advantage (Haldane 1949; Hamilton 1980). Sufficiently virulent
parasites will drive the frequency of the common host genotype down, and a previously rare host genotype
becomes the most common one. After a time lag this new host genotype is expected to be attacked by a
different parasite genotype. Such time-lagged frequency-dependent selection may lead to cycling of both host
and parasite allele frequencies, and therefore it stands as a powerful mechanisms for the maintenance of
genetic diversity in natural populations (Jaenike 1978; Hamilton 1980). The idea that host-parasite coevolution
can lead to oscillatory gene-frequency dynamics in both the host and the parasite has come to be known as
the Red Queen hypothesis (Van Valen 1973 following Bell 1982), after the famous remark of the Red Queen
to Alice in Through the Looking Glass (Carroll 1872): “Now here, you see, you have to run as fast as you can
to stay in the same place.”
References:
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Haldane, J.B.S. (1949) Disease and evolution. Ricerca Scientifica, 19, 68-76.
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Jaenike, J. (1978) An hypothesis to account for the maintenance of sex within populations. Evolutionary
Theory, 3, 191-194.
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BOX 1. Gene frequency dynamics: The Red Queen Hypothesis
the intensity and direction of selection processes
among populations (selection mosaic); (ii)
coevolutionary ‘hotspots’ which are the subset of
communities in which reciprocal selection actually
takes place, intermixed with sites with less activity,
the so-called ‘coldspots’; and (iii) continual
geographic mixing of traits, resulting from the
selection mosaic, coevolutionary hotspots/
coldspots, gene flow, random genetic drift, and
population turnover (Thompson 1994, 1999, 2001).
2. Linking host resistance and pathogen dynamics
The consequences of spatial structure for
coevolutionary dynamics have become apparent
with the increasing interest in natural plant-parasite
interactions as model systems for evolutionary
studies (e.g. Antonovics et al. 1994; Burdon et al.
1995; Ericson et al. 1999; Thrall et al. 2001;
Carlsson-Granér & Thrall 2002; Thrall et al. 2002;
Smith et al. 2003), but we are only beginning to
understand how fundamental the effects of spatial
structure, migration and gene flow really are. Studies
of natural plant-pathogen metapopulations have
9BOX 2. From Wright’s Shifting Balance Theory to Spatially Realistic Metapopulations
Wright’s shifting balance theory was the first attempt to integrate ecological and population genetic processes
with the aim of demonstrating that evolution could proceed rapidly in spatially structured populations. Wright
viewed the evolutionary landscape as a series of adaptive peaks and valleys that correspond to the interaction of
alleles at multiple gene loci. In this theory species are subdivided into demes that are weakly connected by
migration. Due to the small size of the local demes drift may take the local demes to the domain of attraction of
new adaptive peaks. Individual selection could then move the population toward the new peak itself. Different
demes could evolve toward different demes, depending upon their current combination of genes (Wright 1932,
1982). Selection among local populations in different peaks could finally drive the evolutionary dynamics at
larger spatial scales. The conditions under which the shifting balance theory may work continue to be analysed
and discussed in the literature (e.g. Barton & Whitlock 1997).
Wright’s classic model assumes all local populations to be identical (same size) and equally connected (constant
migration rate), which are also the assumptions of the ecological Levins’ metapopulation model. Classic
metapopulation dynamics (Levins 1969, 1970) focus on the processes of local extinction and recolonization in
the same manner as conventional population dynamics are concerned with births and deaths. The simplifying
assumptions of the Levins’ model include that (1) local populations (and therefore habitat patches) have equal
sizes and isolations, (2) local populations in the metapopulation have entirely independent (uncorrelated) dynamics,
and (3) the exchange rate of individuals among local populations is so low that migration has no great effect on
local dynamics in the existing populations - local dynamics occur on a fast time scale in comparison with
metapopulation dynamics. No real metapopulation agrees well with these requirements (Hanski & Simberloff
1997). The spatially realistic metapopulation theory adds to the classic metapopulation theory the effects of
spatially varying habitat patch areas and isolations on extinctions and colonizations (Hanski 2001; Hanski &
Ovaskainen 2003). Perhaps a new generation of coevolutionary models will be built in the future on this modelling
framework.
References:
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which have mainly taken an experimental approach,
also suggest that disease persistence and prevalence
decline with increasing diversity of host population
resistance structure as well as increasing host
population resistance (Schmid 1994; Thrall &
Jarosz 1994; Thrall & Antonovics 1995; Alexander
et al. 1996; Thrall et al. 2001).
While pathogens are widely recognized as
potent forces influencing the diversity and
distribution of resistance in plants (Dinoor & Eshed
1984; Burdon & Thompson 1995; Brown 2003),
actual genetic consequences of encounters with
pathogens remain poorly documented (Thrall &
Burdon 2003) and evidence of adaptive changes in
host population resistance structure following
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epidemics are mainly lacking (c.f. Burdon & Thomp-
son 1995). It has been suggested that processes such
as drift and founder effects, as well as selection on
traits correlated with resistance, may be important
in driving the resistance structure of natural plant
populations (Parker 1991; Burdon & Thompson
1995).
3. Local adaptation and migration
In the coevolutionary arms race between hosts and
parasites, parasites are generally considered to have
an advantage due to their usually larger population
sizes and short generation times, which should help
them overcome new host resistance adaptations.
This process should lead to local adaptation, where
a parasite population has a higher mean fitness in
its own vs. some other host population (Parker
1985; Lively 1989; Ebert 1994; Mopper 1996; Lively
& Duybdahl 2000). Natural phytopathogenic
fungal populations are shown to contain high
within-population genetic diversity (de Nooij & van
Damme 1988b; Bevan et al. 1993c), which should
enhance their probability of adapting locally.
Theoretical studies have suggested that in
a metapopulation context, migration may be an
important factor influencing evolutionary rates of
both  hosts  and parasites.  A simple  prediction  is
that the player with a higher rate of gene flow will
show greater potential to adapt locally (Gandon et
al. 1996; Gandon 2002; Gandon & Michalakis
2002). Furthermore, high rates of gene flow may
shift the level of local adaptation to higher spatial
scales, as has been demonstrated for the Linum
marginale-Melampsora lini interaction (Thrall et al.
2002). These findings call for studies that explicitly
account for parasite spatial dynamics when
investigating patterns of local adaptation.
4. Phytopathogenic fungi in trophic interactions
Phytopathogenic fungi are recognized as one of
the most diverse and abundant group of species
(Hawksworth 1991). In a community context they
are expected to interact either directly or indirectly
with a wide range of species associated with the
same host plant (Hatcher 1995). Generally biotrophic
fungal pathogens are considered to have negative
effects on phytophagous insects, with fungus-
infected diet resulting in reduced herbivore growth,
survival and fecundity (Duffey & Felton 1991; Appel
1993; Hatcher et al. 1994; Lill & Marquis 2001).
Despite these observed negative effects, very few
studies have found phytophagous insects to actively
avoid fungal-infected plant tissue in natural host
populations (Hatcher et al. 1994; Lappalainen &
Helander 1997; Moran & Schultz 1998; Kluth et al.
2001), and no fitness cost has been associated with
this behaviour. Furthermore, no study has shown
biotrophic fungal infection to affect the dynamics
of phytophagous insects across several populations.
Aims of the thesis
In this thesis I combine studies of pathogen
dynamics across multiple spatial scales with data
bearing on the evolutionary dynamics to learn how
hosts and parasites are expected to coevolve in
spatially structured systems. The coevolutionary
dynamics were studied in the interaction between
the host plant Plantago lanceolata L. (Plantaginaceae)
and its powdery mildew, Podosphaera plantaginis
(Erysiphales). With large-scale data on the
occurrence of both host and pathogen populations
I was able to approach the coevolutionary dynamics
in this system at several spatial  scales:  (1) at the
within-population scale, (2) at the metapopulation
scale, and (3) at the regional scale.  In brief, the
aim was to determine what factors affect the
dynamics and occurrence of P. plantaginis, both
within and among host populations, and in turn
how the observed dynamics may influence
coevolutionary processes. The role of the fungal
pathogen was also studied in a community context
to learn whether the effects of infection influence
an herbivorous insect feeding on the same host
plant, the Glanville fritillary butterfly. The key
questions of this thesis are summarized in Figure 1.
Study system
The host plant, Plantago lanceolata, is a perennial herb
whose distribution in the Åland Islands in SW
Finland is mainly restricted to dry meadows, which
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are typically small and highly fragmented in their
distribution. All the known ca. 3,300 meadows have
been surveyed for infection by the powdery mildew
in the context of metapopulation studies of the
Glanville fritillary butterfly (Melitaea cinxia; Hanski
1999; Nieminen et al. 2004). Podosphaera plantaginis
is an obligate pathogen that obtains nutrients
required for growth and spore production from
the host by sending feeding roots inside the plant
cells. While powdery mildews rarely kill their hosts,
nutrient-deprived plants typically suffer reduced
growth and reproduction (Bushnell 2002). During
the growing season, P. plantaginis spreads  via
successive clonal generations of aerially dispersed
spores. At the onset of winter, phenology of the
host results in distinct crashes in pathogen
populations as host plants die back to rootstocks.
Figure 1. On the left are the  topics  the six chapters of the thesis investigate, and on the
right is the spatial scale at which the study was carried out.
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Material and methods
The spatial and coevolutionary dynamics of the
interaction between P. lanceolata and P. plantaginis were
studied by combining field surveys of infection with
laboratory inoculation trials to determine the
resistance and virulence structure of the host and the
pathogen, respectively. Spatial statistical analyses were
performed to infer processes from the observed
patterns of infection.
1. Field surveys
Annual surveys of the entire host population
network formed the basis of this work by providing
information on pathogen incidence at the regional
scale as well as information on the incidence and size
of local populations of the Glanville fritillary butterfly
(III, V, VI). The regional surveys also yielded data
on the sizes of local P. lanceolata populations (V).
These data were complemented with more detailed
studies on the incidence and prevalence of P. plantaginis
in five metapopulations of P. lanceolata,  one from
which the pathogen went extinct in 2003 (IV). Finally,
detailed data on host population density and
infection prevalence were collected from three host
populations at the spatial resolution of 1 m2 quadrats
covering the entire host populations. Within-
population infection prevalence was first recorded in
July when infection begins to spread and again in
September when the transmission has ceased (I, II).
2. Spatial data analyses
The degree of aggregation in the distribution of
infected host populations was analysed with a spatial
K-function statistic (reduced second moment
measure; Bailey & Gatrell 1995). The result is
expressed as the probability of finding an infected
population at distance d from a randomly chosen
infected population. The degree of aggregation was
used to infer the scale of migration that connected
neighbouring populations (IV, V).
The observed patterns of aggregation were
also used to define the hierarchic structure within
the large pathosystem. The 3,244 host populations
were classified into semi-independent networks using
a hierarchic cluster analysis as implemented in the
program SPOMSIM (Moilanen 2004), so that the
size of the local networks reflects approximately the
degree of aggregation of the infection (IV, V, VI).
These semi-independent networks are taken to
represent metapopulations in which local
populations are more likely to be coupled by gene
flow than populations belonging to other semi-
independent networks. The network structure also
helps to remove some of the heterogeneity inherent
of large-scale datasets (V, VI).
3. Laboratory inoculation trials
Host resistance and pathogen virulence were
determined by inoculations performed on detached
leaves of plants grown from seeds under
greenhouse conditions (II, III, IV). The pathogen
populations were sampled in the field as infected
leaves and propagated in repeated cycles of
inoculation in order to obtain genetical ly
homogeneous pathogen strains (Nicot et al. 2002).
The leaves were inoculated in Petri dishes by
brushing or blowing spores from an infected leaf
onto healthy leaves. The inoculated leaves were
incubated in a growth chamber for approximately
ten days, after which they could be scored as
resistant when fungal development had failed and
they responded with chlorosis. Hosts were
determined susceptible when they supported
mycelial growth and/or spores after the ten-day
period.
Main results and discussion
1. Genetic variability in resistance and virulence
Within-population genetic variation in both host
and parasite for traits relevant to their interaction
is the basic prerequisite for coevolution. In
particular, genotype-specific interactions, with host
genotypes responding differently to different
parasite genotypes, will be required to generate
coevolutionary arms races driven by negative
frequency-dependent selection (Haldane 1949;
Hamilton 1980).
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Populations of P. lanceolata proved  to  be
highly variable in their resistance to P. plantaginis
(II, III). As the plants used in the experiments were
grown from seeds under identical greenhouse
conditions, any maternal or environmental effects
are highly unlikely, suggesting that variation in
resistance is based on genetic variation. Resistance
in P. lanceolata is expressed against specific strains
of P. plantaginis (II, III). Burdon et al. (1996) have
suggested that such strain-specific resistance is
governed by gene-for-gene interactions, described
by Flor (1942, 1955, 1956) in his seminal work on
the interaction between the cultivated flax and its
rust.
The pathogen samples collected from the
field and subsequently purified in the laboratory
contained variability in virulence based on their
dissimilar success to infect the same set of host
lines (II, III, IV). This variation is likely to be based
on genetic variation, as the pathogen strains used
in the experiments consist of pure clones and hosts
were inoculated and incubated under identical
conditions. Hence, the criteria for coevolutionary
arms race appear to be fulfilled in the interaction
between P. lanceolata and P. plantaginis. Forces driving
the coevolution for the pathogen are obvious -
adapting to the host genotype is vital as the
pathogen requires living host tissue throughout its
life-cycle. As for the host, infected individuals
suffered higher mortality during drought than non-
infected individuals (III).
2. Spatial structure in P. plantaginis
In Åland the spatial configuration of P. lanceolata
populations is highly fragmented. As P. plantaginis
is an obligate pathogen, this fragmented structure
is fully imposed on its dynamics. In this landscape,
it is apparent that pathogen dispersal ability restricts
its regional occurrence, with more closely situated
host populations being more likely to become
infected than more distant ones (V). In line with
other natural pathosystems (Carlsson & Elmqvist
1992; Burdon et al. 1995; Ericson et al. 1999), host
population size was positively associated with
disease occurrence probability (V). In Åland the
populations of P. lanceolata are typically small, and
hence the majority of them may be below a threshold
size required for pathogen persistence (Carlsson &
Elmqvist 1992; Drenth 2004). Furthermore,
landscape features such as proximity to a road,
distance from the shoreline, and position relative to
the prevailing wind direction greatly influenced the
dynamics of P. plantaginis (V).
The evolutionary interplay between P.
lanceolata and P. plantaginis takes place is a setting in
which there is heterogeneity in host population size,
density and the physical environment (V). This
heterogeneity may in part limit the occurrence of
P. plantaginis as the incidence of the host population
infection has remained below 5% throughout the
study period (III, V). The probability of regional
epidemics is further reduced by frequent extinctions
of local pathogen populations that result from
seasonal decline in pathogen numbers. Frequent
extinctions and colonizations of local pathogen
populations argue for a metapopulation approach
in which the pathogen dynamics are studied across
several host populations (III, IV, V).
3. Host population resistance structure driving disease
dynamics
In addition to heterogeneity in host population size,
density and the physical environment, there is
variation in host population resistance structure,
both within (II, III) and among host populations
(III). As suggested by studies mainly stemming
from agricultural settings, this diversity affects
disease transmission (Browning & Frey 1969; Wolfe
1985; DiLeone & Mundt 1994; Zhu et al. 2000).
Using a spatially explicit Bayesian modeling
approach it was possible to demonstrate that disease
transmission within host populations was lower in
areas where the force of infection was high, due to
the higher frequency of more resistant host
individuals (I).
At the regional level, non-infected host
populations were more diverse in their resistance
composition and had significantly higher mean levels
of resistance than populations infected by P.
plantaginis, suggesting that disease colonization
probability may be influenced by the host
population genetic composition (III). Severe regional
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epidemics are rarely documented in natural
pathosystems (Dinoor & Eshed 1984), which may
in part be explained by the high diversity of host
resistance characteristic of natural host-pathogen
interactions (Dinoor 1970; de Nooij & van Damme
1988a; Parker 1988; Burdon & Jarosz 1991; Bevan et
al. 1993a; Antonovics et al. 1994; Thrall et al. 2001).
4. Pathogen selection mosaics driving host resistance
Data on disease dynamics within host populations
showed that disease occurrence patterns are highly
aggregated over space and time, resulting in highly
divergent pathogen encounter rates at the scale of a
few meters (I, II). This may produce a very fine-scale
selection mosaic for resistance in the host. This was
supported both by the Bayesian model that indicated
host resistance to be higher in areas within host
populations with a high force of infection (I), as
well as by a laboratory inoculation study that showed
hosts from these same populations to be more
resistant when they came from areas where disease
encounter rates had been high in the past (II).
I suggest that aggregated disease dynamics
within host populations result from the following:
sites that are favorable for pathogen overwintering
are spatially aggregated, spore dispersal  is mainly
over short distances, and the physical environment
varies over fine spatial scales (I). Marked differences
in selection pressures over very short distances
resulting from an interaction between microclimate
and pathogen development may be a common
feature of plant-pathogen interactions due to the
sensitivity of phytopathogic fungi to the physical
environment (Snaydon & Davies 1972; Jarosz &
Davelos 1995; Truscott & Gilligan 2003). The
occurrence of fine-scale selection mosaics could in
part help understand the high diversity of host
resistance that is evident in many natural plant
populations (e.g. Dinoor 1970; de Nooij & van
Damme 1998a; Parker 1998; Antonovics et al. 1994;
Thrall et al 2001). The non-random pattern of
occurrence of P. plantaginis near the coastline in Åland
suggests that there may be variation in selection
intensity for resistance also at the regional scale (V).
5. Migration influences patterns of local adaptation in the
pathogen
Disease occurrence patterns and colonization events
in populations of P. lanceolata in  Åland  were
significantly aggregated at spatial scales <1 km,
suggesting substantial migration at this scale (IV,
V). Theory predicts that the species with higher
migration rate shows greater evolutionary potential
to become locally adapted (Gandon et al. 1996;
Gandon & Michalakis 2002). While knowledge of
the rate of gene flow in the host rely on literature, it
is fair to assume that migration rate for the mildew
is higher than migration rate for P. lanceolata.
Powdery mildews produce vast numbers of spores
that are carried by wind (Bushnell 2002). Although
pollen of P. lanceolata is also wind-dispersed, pollen
production is restricted to a short time period and
fewer larger particles, traveling relatively short
distances (Tonsor 1985a, b; Bos et al. 1986). The
majority of mature seeds of P. lanceolata land very
close to the mother plant (van Damme 1986).
The pattern of apparent local adaptation
of P. plantaginis indicates that there is evolutionary
potential for the pathogen populations to adapt
locally and that the high rates of migration among
neighboring populations result in pathogen
populations adapting at the metapopulation scale
(IV). There was also variation among the pathogen
populations in their pattern of local adaptation,
which may be linked to regional differences in the
rates of migration. The most isolated pathogen
population was adapted to its sympatric host
population, but apparently maladapted to hosts
from other populations in the same metapopulation
(IV).
6. Fungal infection affects also other species – the Glanville
fritillary butterfly
In agreement with other studies on interactions
between phytophagous insects and biotrophic
fungal pathogens (Duffey & Felton 1991; Appel
1993; Hatcher et al. 1994; Lill & Marquis 2001),
infection by P. plantaginis of the shared host plant
had a negative effect on the larvae of the Glanville
fritillary butterfly (VI). Larval development and
behavior were altered by the fungal-infected diet in
15
experiments, and these effects were also found under
natural conditions. Over-winter survival of larval
groups was considerably lower in populations of P.
lanceolata that were infected by the mildew than in
non-infected P. lanceolata populations (V). These
results support the notion that biotrophic fungal
pathogens play a significant role in the community
context and may sometimes even regulate the
dynamics of phytophagous insect populations.
Conclusions
In this thesis I have shown that host-parasite
coevolution is an ongoing process, in which the
numerical dynamics are closely coupled with
evolutionary dynamics. The spatial structure of the
large-scale host population network proved to have
a fundamental impact on the dynamics of P.
plantaginis. The typically small and scattered
populations of P. lanceolata over a large area include
considerable environmental heterogeneity. This
heterogeneity coupled with distance-dependent
dispersal apparently prevent regional epidemics of
the pathogen. Instead, incidence of infection
remained low for four years with frequent extinction
and colonization events.
In spite of the sparse occurrence of the
pathogen across a large area, this study produced
evidence of ongoing coevolution. Both host and
pathogen populations contained variability in their
resistance and virulence that serves as raw material
for natural selection to act on. Encounter rates
between the host and the pathogen were highly
variable across the landscape, producing a selection
mosaic of the type envisioned in the theory of
coevolution as a geographic mosaic (Thompson
1994, 1999). The fine-scale mosaic acting together
with founder effects, drift and migration are most
likely the forces that have produced the highly diverse
resistance structure in the host populations.
The complex feedback mechanisms of the
spatial coevolutionary dynamics become apparent
in the results showing that the host population
resistance structure in turn has an effect on disease
transmission. The spatial spreading of local
epidemics was slowed down in areas of the host
populations where hosts were more resistant.
Furthermore, at the regional level, disease
colonization probability decreased with increasing
mean resistance of host populations as well as with
increasing local resistance diversity. These results
point to the conclusion that understanding of
coevolution requires understanding of the spatial
scales of parasite migration as well as of the spatial
dynamics of the host and the parasite at different
spatial scales. These results also show that host-
pathogen interactions have the potential to
influence the dynamics of other species through
trophic interactions.
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